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Ideal protein restricted foods

This Ideal Protein diet review is an opinion piece. It's been quite a while since I reviewed the Ideal Protein program, but my review response has been overwhelming to say the least. Hate mail and compliments and even a few of my clients come to me because they couldn't take it anymore to be on this show. Really, it's a mixed bag - but as with everything I
write, I enjoy knowing how people read and react to my things ... even if the reaction is not always positive! It makes them think, and that's the point. This review has two reasons for my redo: a pharmacy in my neighborhood started selling the program that put it in my mind once again. Also, a reader and former IP salesperson approached me and gave me
some seriously shady information about the company.  I wanted to see if there had been any changes to the company or program since my comment in 2016, so I started by going to the website. What is the Ideal Protein Program? The first thing I notice is that the program has the same lame logo as a woman's lean figure. Pffft, how good. It's like 'skinny'
equals 'healthy'. Very '90s.  The Ideal Protein program is divided into four stages.  Phase One of the Ideal Protein Program is what IP basically calls a ketogenic diet, and you're at this stage as long as you need to lose 100% of your weight target. At this stage, we will eat three IP foods (prepackaged dishes) one day, plus an additional 8oz of protein and
vegetables (some unlimited, not some, depending on the type) for dinner.  Foods not allowed include carbohydrates such as dairy products, nuts, root vegetables, pasta, fruit and dessert. The first two stages seem to be well below 1,000 calories per day, which is actually a hunger diet. The real ketogenic diet is NOT a hunger diet.  Ideal Protein Dishes Let's
talk about prepackaged IP foods. I went down to check the IP food selection at the pharmacy near me. I found this looking chicken meatball mix with zero chicken and ultra refined ingredients.  I also found this dish spare bars with 5 different sweeteners and palm seed oil, including a shit tone of ultra refined starch, 3 candies.  And this is macaroni and
cheese. Again, ultra-machined x 10000. And it looks like it. Don't get me wrong: we all sometimes eat ultra-processed foods, which is good.  But we're NOT selling a diet based on them when we're trying to convince people that what they're eating is 'healthy'. It's thirsty astronaut food. Phase Two of the Ideal Protein Program Phase Two is 14 days long and
almost the same as phase one, but at lunch there is an additional 8oz protein and only two IP foods. Some cheese curls or 'limited' IP food per day, such as a bar, are allowed.   The Ideal Protein Program Third Stage also lasts 14 days. IP foods cut down once a day and increase protein by 8oz three times. She also introduced fruits, fats and carbohydrates
into the breakfast dish.  According to the Ideal Protein, carbohydrate reintroducing at breakfast is said to help restart insulin pancreas production and train it to produce the right amount. It's a bizarre claim that has no support in research or physiology.  Actually, it's totally NUTS's. Diabetes wouldn't exist if we could restart the insulin production of our
pancreas.  The Ideal Protein Program phase four is a phase 12-month period of 'continuous support' to help you maintain weight loss. To wish for 'on-the-go support', IP usually means an office person who weighs regularly. Some of the craziest instructions for this stage include the separation of carbohydrates and fats Carbohydrates and Fats should be
separated.  Like two troubled students, a teacher should put them at opposite ends of the classroom.  They may be good individually, but they can have problems together. And: 'If you have carbohydrates at lunchtime, you will be able to burn them throughout the afternoon, and if you have complex carbohydrates for dinner, it is wrong to think that your body
will store them. It's not that simple. Your body doesn't use lunch this afternoon. It should digest, transform and assimiatale your lunch before using it for energy. Whoever wrote this crap clearly slept in physiology class.  This is completely and utterly FALSE!! Ideal Protein Supplements IP also acts by taking up to 17 pills a day – multivitamins, antioxidants,
enzymes, potassium, and magnesium – all branded 'Ideal Protein'. Also required: 1/4 teaspoon of salt per day, and yes - the Ideal Protein has its own 'Ideal Salt'.  All these supplements cost money - so there is no food and the program itself.  In total, the program costs about $350 a month.  The research studies provided by Ideal Protein to 'support science'
behind their diet are a great time to talk about this research... Actually, don't talk about their diet.  These studies talk about the impact of weight loss on various diseases and conditions, but we know all of them. What I would like to see how many IP clients weigh and peer review studies with robust methodology that shows keeping them closed for a year, 5
years and keeping them closed for a year, and beyond.  The site contains plenty of references, doctors, which at first glance can be relaxing for layperson. Don't let that happen.  Believe me, I told your patients there were a lot of doctors willing to sell stuff like that. Because $$.  There is a very sad trend of physicians using MD credentials to sell full fakes like
Plant Paradox, Grain Brain, detoxes (and something else Mark Hyman Wheat Belly... I can go on. Although these diets are based on the right science, people see 'MD' and laugh all the way to the bank because they think 'reliable'. No.  I also see a lot of doctors putting patients on very restrictive diets, without the thought of how this will affect the person's life
and how difficult it will be for them to eat and maintain any weight loss they have in this way. 'Don't just eat carbs!' as if the easiest thing is to hear what dietitians tell patients. As it is. Hours. That's crazy.  Remember that doctors and pharmacists and everyone running this program is a great financial incentive to encourage him.  Here comes my anonymous
reader (not anonymous to you, but to me).  Ideal Protein Program Whistleblower This person became an IP distributor and a health professional with their own app. He even worked for IP for a while.   Keeping in mind that I cannot guarantee the accuracy of their account, what this program offers me about the financial incentives it offers: after it is necessary
to inflate 100% or more of the cost (food and products) by IP, $theirs. After buying 300 boxes for 13.50/box they sell to patients for $30/box, walking with almost $5000 (this does not actually include their coaching fee, vitamin sales or all these CPT codes for insurance companies for an additional commission of doctors) absolutely shaded. I thought you might
find it interesting. Yikes. My lawyer says it's not legally considered a 'commission', but it's certainly not very transparent. They continued to say, they have actually replaced many of the original limited items for unlimited versions that mean they get more chewy astronaut food throughout the day that slows down weight loss by keeping them in the longer
program. Another source who had my first IP review said pharmacies could get around a conflict of interest by selling the program, counting food and supplements as part of the general pharmacy sale and then money as part of total pharmacy profits. Just like they sold 750 more boxes of hair dye that month. This is how it is done without triggering COI
complaints. I think that's what bothers me most about Ideal Protein: your neighborhood health professional can use it as an encouraged revenue stream that creates a clear conflict of interest. How is that allowed?  My Ideal Protein Program Review ketogenic diet can be done safely, but you don't have to pay to be a keto diet for ip.  Ideal Protein's food is
ultra-processed, which is sold as 'healthy'. I'm pretty sure you can find better options for ready meals at the grocery store. Also: one The bar isn't food.  This diet has made some very false claims about how the human body works, probably because people who sell the ideal protein probably don't think they're actually going to control them. Doesn't that you
down? Nonsense that combines stages/food things. This diet is ultra low calorie, which causes weight loss. It also means that we will keep coming back for more things, it nings hard to sustain ... Ideal Protein! It's like insurance for them.  The ideal protein is like a bad diet nightmare: Weight targets are arbitrary and unreliable. If you're not already successful
in talking about how to 'avoid cheating', it's not your fault, says Ideal Protein's. The logo is intimate 'right' body type 'skinny'. It's all so bad.  It is always necessary to take supplements instead of non-consuming nutrients (but should be), a RED FLAG. A BIG ONE. Health professionals should never get paid by selling things to customers who rely on them to be
impartial. It's shady, wrong, unethical and unprofessal.  Ideal Protein says it's about finding pleasure in eating, but nothing can be more than the truth. This is not how to eat properly or how to appreciate and teach food love: it just teaches 'good' and 'bad' and 'cheating' and punishment and restraint. Even in Phase 4. Terrible. Another Post You May Enjoy you
know you want this Ideal Protein tote bag: After Weight Loss 40. 40.
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